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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

According to Che Wel (2011), brand loyalty is characterized as keeping connections to a
particular item or administration furthermore incorporated some level of duty toward the nature
of a brand that is a component of both inspirational states of mind and dull buys. Khraim (2011)
expressed that clients may likewise be steadfast because of high changing boundaries identified
with efficient and mental element which make it excessive or troublesome for the client to
change. So that, they want to faithful on the specific brand. Other than that, Muhammad Ehsan
Malik (2013) expressed that faithful clients simply make a buy certainly in view of their past
encounters about the brand that they been utilized without assess the brand. At the end of the
day, clients are faithful to the specific brand in light of the fulfilment with the brand and after
that they need to proceed with the association with the brand.
Nowadays, because of the rise in per capita income of consumers in Malaysia has increase the
purchasing power among customer and made people concern on hygiene and beauty. Now,
people would like to be healthy and good looking because it can develop positive selfconfidence. That’s why people now more concern and taking care about their skin care by using
some skin care product or cosmetic. Cosmetic now is one of the elements that bring
attractiveness to the human. It becomes a trend for a most people especially young and adult to
use cosmetic in their daily life. Because of that, many local entrepreneurs try to venture in a
cosmetic industry.
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